Database Tables

**MySQL**
- tiki_structures
- tiki_structure_versions

**PHP Modules**
- ./tiki-import_structuredtext.php
- ./tiki-admin_structures.php
- ./tiki-edit_structure.php

**Templates**
- ./templates/structures_toc_level.tpl
- ./templates/tiki-import_structuredtext.tpl
- ./templates/structures_toc-endul.tpl
- ./templates/structures_toc-leaf.tpl
- ./templates/structures.tpl
- ./templates/structures_toc-startul.tpl
- ./templates/tiki-admin_structures.tpl
- ./templates/structures_toc.tpl
- ./templates/tiki-edit_structure.tpl

**Known Bugs**

**View Structure Bugs & Feature requests Here**

**Permissions**
- tiki_p_edit_structures

**Development Roadmap**

This has a lot of potential but there's a lot to improve in the presentation and very raw code I just introduced.

**From WebHelp:**

PS: One to-do is to make the CSS of the webhelp compatible with the default style for the site, in order to do this I think that we must edit the base (.html) files in the lib/tikihelp directory and make them use elements already defined in the style instead of redefining new elements.

**External Links**
Developer Notes
An upgrade of structures was done in 2.0. The documentation the pages linked to this page makes some mention as to what is available.

Developers Contact
koth (or I am usually nkoth on IRC)